Write a review of a book or television program.

Walking With Beasts is a book that children or adults interested in ancient life will enjoy. The book is about the Cenozoic Era (not including the Holocene Epoch) which includes Saber Tooth Tigers, Mammoths and Neanderthals.

Walking With Beasts is divided into chapters, (the first one is New Dawn) each covering a different span of time. At the start is the introduction, which includes a family tree of Mammals and Primates, the family that includes Humans.

The book also includes ‘profiles’ of some of the animals that lived at the time. The profiles include the evidence, size, time and diet of the animal. Also, each chapter has a map of the world as it looked in that span of time, showing the modern coastlines, and what type of habitat it was, e.g. temperate forest.
It is based on the film *Walking With Beasts* by BBC, which is a continuation of *Walking With Dinosaurs*, which is a continuation of *Walking With Monsters* (this book is non-fiction). I reckon this book is excellent, because it was entertaining and I learnt a lot of things about life in the Cenozoic Era.